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Several series of site-directed mutations in thermoly-
sin-like proteases are presented that show remarkable
nonadditivity in their effect on thermal stability. A sim-
ple model is proposed that relates this nonadditivity to
the occurrence of independent partial unfolding pro-
cesses that occur in parallel at elevated temperatures.
To prove this model, a thermolysin-like protease was
designed in which two mutations located ;35 Å apart in
the structure individually exert small stabilizing effects
of 2.3 and 4.1 °C, respectively, but when combined stabi-
lize the protease by 14.6 °C. This overadditivity, which
follows directly from the model, confirms that unfolding
of this engineered protease starts in parallel at two dif-
ferent regions of the protein.

At elevated temperatures, many proteins do not unfold re-
versibly but denature as a result of irreversible processes that
are often triggered by local unfolding (1–5).1 Aspecific pro-
teases such as subtilisin or thermolysin (6) inactivate at ele-
vated temperatures as a result of autolysis (7–9). This autolysis
is preceded by unfolding processes that are of a localized nature
and that are rate-limiting for the inactivation (7, 8, 10–13) (see
Fig. 1). Because these proteases have a very broad substrate
preference (14, 15), every sufficiently unfolded form can in
principle be cleaved, almost independent of the amino acid
sequence (16).

It is generally accepted that the stability of proteins is de-
termined by a large number of small effects (17, 18). Proteins
can be stabilized by mutagenesis (19, 20), and DG values of
mutations are additive if there are no direct interactions be-
tween the mutated residues (21). Autolysis, however, is an
irreversible process implying that, for thermolysin-like pro-
teases (TLPs),2 thermodynamic parameters, such as DG and
Tm (the temperature of the midpoint of reversible unfolding),
cannot be measured (22). As an alternative measure of stabil-
ity, the kinetic parameter T50 can be used (7, 12, 23). T50 is the
temperature at which 50% of the enzymatic activity is retained
after incubation for a fixed amount of time. If the irreversible
processes that render aspecific proteases inactive at elevated
temperatures were to be preceded by global unfolding, then

small DT50 values should be additive. Below we show that this
is not always the case.

In this study, we exploit the fact that TLPs are substrate and
enzyme at the same time to probe early steps in their unfold-
ing. We show that data obtained from mutagenesis studies fit
to a model for the early steps in unfolding that is based on the
existence of multiple independent processes, each leading to a
different partially unfolded form that is sufficiently unfolded
and long-lived to be susceptible to autolysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mutant Proteins—All procedures used for cloning and expression of
the TLP-ste gene (24, 25), as well as the procedures used for site-
directed mutagenesis and TLP purification (12, 26), have been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere. Most individual mutations described in this
study have been discussed in previous publications (12, 13, 24). Muta-
tions were combined by exchanging appropriate restriction fragments of
(mutant) TLP genes, using standard DNA techniques.

Stability Assay—Thermal stability was determined by incubating
;0.1 mM solutions of purified protease (in 20 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.3,
5 mM CaCl2, 0.5% (v/v) isopropanol, 62.5 mM NaCl) at various temper-
atures for 30 min. Subsequently, the remaining protease activity was
determined using casein as a substrate (25) at 37 °C. Under these
conditions, loss of protease activity coincides with autolysis of the
enzyme (9). Stability was quantified by determining T50, being the
temperature of incubation at which 50% of the initial protease activity
was retained. The T50 values given are the average of at least three
independent measurements; standard deviations were below 0.5 °C in
all cases.

Computer Analysis—Inspection of protein structures, modeling, and
mutant design were performed using WHAT IF (27) as described pre-
viously (7). The curve-fitting procedures were done with the T50 inter-
pretation options in the WHAT IF package.

RESULTS

Thermal Inactivation—Inactivation is the result of unfolding
processes followed by autolysis (8–10, 22) (Fig. 1). Partially
digested intermediates do not accumulate under the conditions
of the T50 assay, showing that processes after k3 are not rate-
limiting. Various studies have shown that inactivation follows
first-order kinetics and that the inactivation rate is independ-
ent of the protease concentration, the kcat of the protease in
question, and the presence of a second protease (7, 8, 10, 11,
28). Thus, the inactivation rate depends on the unfolding pro-
cesses that make the protease autolytically susceptible (7, 8,
22). In other words, the overall inactivation rate k(T) is deter-
mined only by the influx rate of the autolytically susceptible
population U. The activity that is observed after 30 min in a T50

measurement follows from k(T) using: Et 5 E0 exp(2k(T)t) in
which E is the enzyme concentration and the time t is 30 min.
The inactivation assay is such that the rate constant at the T50

is always the same. Because 50% of the enzyme is inactivated
in 30 min, the rate constant at the T50 is ln(2)/30 min21. If a
protein is more stable, its T50 is higher, but at this T50, the rate
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constant again is ln(2)/30 min21.
Unfolding Schemes—The contribution of unfolding processes

to the rate of irreversible inactivation is shown in Fig. 2 as
function of temperature. The first-order rate constant k(T) 5
Siki(T) is composed of the sum of the rate constants ki of
different processes. Assuming Arrhenius-type behavior, the
temperature dependence of each contribution is determined by
an activation unfolding enthalpy Hi

u: ki(T) 5 Ai exp(2Hi
u/RT).

There are many conceivable schemes for unfolding. Two ex-
treme possibilities are: 1) there is one process with a much
lower free enthalpy of unfolding than all others, and 2) very
many processes occur all with roughly the same free enthalpy
of unfolding. These two cases are shown schematically in Fig. 2,
A and B.

In Fig. 2A, one unfolding process determines the inactivation
rate of the protease, and thus only mutations affecting this
process are expected to have large effects on the T50. The TLP
of Bacillus stearothermophilus (TLP-ste) behaves this way (13).
In this protein, a 30 °C increase in T50 was obtained by com-
bining a few mutations in the region around position 63,
whereas elsewhere in this protease even extreme mutations
such as the introduction of two buried tryptophans in the same
cavity resulted in only marginal T50 changes (13, 24).

If all unfolding processes have roughly the same Hu (Fig. 2B)
then any stabilizing mutation can contribute only minimally to
the T50. The TLP of Bacillus subtilis (TLP-sub) is probably an
example of this case. More than 40 presumably stabilizing
mutations have been introduced in TLP-sub (12, 23, 29–32),
but no mutations were obtained that stabilize the protein by
more than ;1 degree. The studies of TLP-sub have shown that
it does not help to stabilize the same region of this protease
twice (12, 32). In other words, once a local unfolding process
has been eliminated by a stabilizing mutation, additional sta-
bilizing mutations that affect the same process no longer affect
T50; this phenomenon is called the “enough is enough” effect
(12).

Fig. 2C shows a case where two unfolding processes exist
that have a much lower Hu than all others. In this case, in-
creasing Hu of either of the two unfolding processes is expected
to increase T50 by a relatively small amount because the other
process still exists. When the Hu of both processes is increased,
a much larger stabilization is expected. The existence of a TLP
showing this overadditivity would corroborate our model for

the thermal stability of TLPs. Because no natural example has
been found yet, we designed TLP-ste variants displaying this
behavior by introducing destabilizing mutations. The muta-
tions were designed in a region far away (;35 Å) from the
known stability-determining region around residue 63 to avoid
any possible direct interactions between residues mutated in
these two regions.

Mutants—TLP-tur1 (tur stands for two unfolding regions)
contains destabilizing mutations at surface-located positions
near its C terminus (V315A/del248–257; del 5 deletion of).
TLP-tur1 can be stabilized by ins248–257 (ins 5 insertion of)
or A315V. We call the region influenced by the T63F/A69P
mutations “region 1,” and the region involving A315V/ins248–
257 “region 2.” These two mutations, as well as their combina-
tion, all stabilize TLP-tur1 by 2.3 °C, which is a clear example
of the enough is enough effect (Table I). TLP-tur1 can also be
stabilized by mutations in its other weak region, as is illus-
trated by the 14.1 °C stabilizing effect obtained by introducing
T63F/A69P. Upon combining the mutations in the two regions,
a DT50 of 114.1 °C was observed instead of an increase of 2.3 1
4.1 5 6.4 °C (See Table I and Fig. 3). This remarkable overad-
ditivity confirms that TLP-tur1 indeed behaves as depicted in
Fig. 2C. Fig. 4 shows a ribbon diagram of TLP-tur1 with these
two regions indicated.

Several more series of mutations were made to corroborate
these findings (Table I). Mutations in TLP-tur2 provide an-
other example of the enough is enough effect. The C-terminal
region of TLP-tur2 is maximally stabilized by any combination
of two of three possible stabilizing mutations. Mutations in
TLP-tur3 and TLP-tur4 provide two examples of overadditiv-
ity. TLP-tur4 differs from the other TLP-tur variants in that
the second unfolding region was not created by mutations near
the protein surface but by mutations that disrupt packing in
the hydrophobic core of the protein. This last example indicates
that overadditivity can be observed for several combinations of
mutations in the two unfolding regions and is not the result of
a previously undetected peculiarity of mutations at or near
position 315.

Nonadditivity—From the model presented in this study, it
can be concluded that near linear additivity of small DT50

values will occur in two cases: 1) if many local unfolding pro-
cesses with a similar Hu exist (Fig. 2B) and two mutations
influence different unfolding processes, where this has indeed

FIG. 2. Contribution of independent unfolding processes to thermal inactivation. Plots of the unfolding rates ki(T) 5 Ai exp(2Hi
u/RT).

In panel A, one process has a much lower Hu than all others. In panel B, all processes have similar Hu. In panel C, TLP-tur is depicted: it has two
unfolding processes both with much lower Hu than all the others. The temperature is given on the abscissa, and the unfolding rate constant k on
the ordinate. k(T) 5 Siki(T) and therefore Et 5 E0 exp(2k(T)t) from which it follows that if 50% of the enzyme is inactivated after 30 min of
incubation k(T) 5 ln(2)/30 min21. This value is indicated as a horizontal line in all three curves. The corresponding temperature is the value
indicated by T50. In other words, at the T50, the contributions of the individual curves add up to ln(2)/30 min21.

FIG. 1. Irreversible inactivation of thermolysin-like proteases. E is native TLP; U is TLP sufficiently unfolded to be susceptible to
autolysis; and I is autolytically degraded TLP (TLP is both enzyme and substrate).
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been observed for TLP-sub (29); or 2) if one local unfolding
process exists with a considerably lower DHu than all others
(Fig. 2A) and the combined mutations increase DHu only to
such an extent that this process keeps contributing signifi-
cantly to the inactivation process, where this has indeed been
observed for TLP-ste (13). Nonadditivity can be expected in all
other cases: two mutations in the same unfolding region can
lead to the enough is enough effect, whereas two mutations in

different unfolding regions may lead to overadditivity (Table I).
Fig. 3 shows, from left to right, the observed stabilities as a

function of temperature for TLP-tur1, TLP-tur1 with the mu-
tations A315V/ins248–257 (region 2), TLP-tur1 with the mu-
tations T63F/A69P (region 1), and TLP-tur1 with these muta-
tions combined. These four sets of experimentally observed
stabilities were fit simultaneously against the function: Et 5 E0

exp(2k(T)t), in which k(T) 5 A1 exp(2(H1
u 1 d1DH1

u)/RT) 1 A2

exp(2(H2
u 1 d2DH2

u)/RT) in which d1 is 0 or 1 if the region 1
mutation is absent or present, respectively, and d2 is 0 or 1 if
the region 2 mutation is absent or present, respectively, and
the other parameters are as described above. The number of
experimental data points does not allow fitting the curves with
more variables. The parameters that optimally fit the four
curves simultaneously are A1 5 3.7 3 1015, A2 5 3.9 3 1015, H1

u

5 283 kJ/mol, H2
u 5 292 kJ/mol, DH1

u 5 17 kJ/mol, and DH2
u 5

12 kJ/mol. The latter two values indicate the stabilization
because of the T63F/A69P and A315V/ins248–257 mutations,
respectively. It was assumed that the pre-exponential factors
A1 and A2 are not influenced by the mutations and have neg-
ligible temperature dependence and thus can be kept constant
for the four curves. Because it is known that process 2 no longer
contributes significantly after the C-terminal mutations have
been introduced, the value for DH2

u is not critical and likely to
be underestimated. In the doubly mutated TLP-tur1, unfolding
of region 1 is the only process left that still contributes to the
inactivation (13). Upon fitting the curves, rather broad optima
were found for the six parameters A1, A2, H1

u, H2
u, DH1

u, and
DH2

u, indicating that the errors in these parameters can be up
to 10%. Nevertheless, the good fit, shown as solid lines in Fig.
3, indicates that most of our assumptions are reasonable. The
quality of the fit qualitatively corroborates the existence of two

FIG. 3. Calculated and measured overadditivity of mutational
effects. Observed rest activities after 30 min of incubation as a function
of temperature, for TLP-tur1(1), the A315V/ins248–257 (region 2) mu-
tant (*), the T63F/A69P (region 1) mutant (Œ), and the A315V/ins248–
257/T63F/A69P region 1 1 region 2 double mutant (●). Solid lines
indicate the calculated residual activities assuming two unfolding pro-
cesses (see text for details). The horizontal line at 50% crosses the
curves at the T50 values.

FIG. 4. Ribbon diagram of the
model of TLP-tur1. Thr-63 and Ala-69
(region 1) are indicated by red space-fill-
ing models, and Val-315 and the backbone
of the 248–257 insertion (region 2) are
shown in blue. Figure produced with RIB-
BONS (40). Structural details of these
mutations have been described earlier
(12, 13, 24).

TABLE I
Nonadditivity of mutational effects in TLPs

Engineered variants of TLP-ste with two unfolding regions (called
TLP-tur) were used as wild types. TLP-tur variants were constructed
from TLP-ste by introducing the following mutations: TLP-tur1, V315A/
del248–257; TLP-tur2, V315A/H216N/del248–257; TLP-tur3, del315–
316; and TLP-tur4, L284W/F310W. These TLP-tur variants were sta-
bilized by mutations in the proposed N-terminal unfolding region
(region 1; spatially around residue 63) and/or by mutations in the
proposed C-terminal unfolding region (region 2; spatially around resi-
due 316). The shortest distance between any of the residues mutated in
the two independent unfolding regions are 35, 35, 36, and 30 Å for
TLP-tur1, TLP-tur2, TLP-tur3, and TLP-tur4, respectively. DT50 values
refer to mutational effects on the T50 of the cognate TLP-tur wild type.
DT50* refers to DT50 values expected in case of linear additivity. Super-
scripts “EE” and “OA” indicate that the result shows the predicted
“enough is enough” effect or the overadditivity effect, respectively.
N216H and ins248–257 display a direct interaction which was shown to
be beneficial (31).

Variants T50 DT50 DT50*

TLP-tur1 71.1
A315V 73.4 12.3
ins248–257 73.4 12.3
A315V, ins248–257 73.4 12.3 14.6EE

T63F, A69P 75.2 14.1
T63F, A69P, A315V, ins248–257 85.7 114.6 16.4OA

TLP-tur2 66.3
A315V 71.7 15.4
ins248–257 73.3 17.0
N216H 71.1 14.8
A315V, ins248–257 73.4 17.1 112.4EE

A315V, N216H 73.4 17.1 110.2EE

ins248–257, N216H 73.4 17.1 111.8EE

A315V, ins248–257, N216H 73.4 17.1 117.2EE

TLP-tur3 73.1
ins315–316 73.4 10.3
T56A, G58A, T63F, A69P 82.8 19.7
ins315–316, T56A, G58A, T63F,

A69P
92.2 119.1 110.0OA

TLP-tur4 72.5
W284L, W310F 73.4 10.9
A4T, T56A, G58A, T63F, S65P,

A69P
89.8 117.3

W284L, W310F, A4T, T56A,
G58A, T63F, S65P, A69P

96.9 124.4 118.2OA
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independent unfolding pathways and indicates clearly that
Arrhenius-type behavior can describe the behavior of TLP-tur1
over the temperature interval used.

Implications for Protein Stability—The observation that lo-
cal unfolding can start in parallel at a number of sites has clear
implications for any protein engineering project aimed at sta-
bilizing proteins against processes that depend on partial un-
folding (e.g. aggregation (1–5) and proteolysis (33)). Our find-
ings suggest a new strategy for protecting proteins against
such irreversible denaturation processes. The first step is the
identification of residues that are involved in the (local) unfold-
ing process with the lowest Hu that trigger the irreversible
process. For that purpose, one needs to identify those regions in
the protein where mutations have the largest (positive or neg-
ative) effect on stability. When found, stabilizing mutations
should be introduced in that region till no further increase in
stability can be obtained. Only thereafter should stabilizing
mutations be introduced in other regions of the molecule be-
cause now their effects will have become detectable.

DISCUSSION

For a long time, it was generally believed that unfolding of
small proteins is fully cooperative and does not involve detect-
able intermediate states. Recent studies, mainly using NMR,
have shown, however, that partially unfolded intermediate
states do occur (34–39). The present study adds to these obser-
vations, using a totally different experimental approach.
Whether or not the partially unfolded autolysis-prone states of
TLPs are true intermediate states or transient states trapped
by autolysis needs to be determined. The important point,
however, is that the present study shows that unfolding can
start in parallel at multiple locations. This shows that at least
parts of the unfolding process are not cooperative and sheds
new light on protein (un-)folding studies.
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